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Mandarin, Guoyu or Putonghua? Chinese is a language known by many names, and China is a country home to many languages. Since the turn of
the century linguists and politicians have been on a mission to create a common language for China. From the radical intellectuals of the May
Fourth Movement, to leaders such as Chiang Kai-shek, and Mao Zedong, all fought to push the boundaries of language reform. Now, internet
users take the Chinese language in new and unpredictable directions. David Moser tells the remarkable story of China’s language unification
agenda and its controversial relationship with modern politics, challenging our ideas of what it means to speak Chinese.

Wow! This book totally changed how I view China and the Chinese language. How wonderful to know that modern Chinese people have
struggled as hard with Mandarin as I have--way harder, in fact--and that Chinese people have as much difficulty communicating across regional
lines as I do with them. In a breezy and entertaining manner, Moser illuminates the unceasing efforts China has spent since the turn of the 21st
century to devise a common language to connect its people. This book shows us that the Mandarin spoken today was not dropped on China by
ancient gods; rather, it was toiled for out of love of country and the desire for national cohesion. How interesting to know that the lions share of
Chinese people grow up speaking their local dialect first and learning Mandarin second, if at all. How wonderful to finally understand why my taxi
driver in Yunnan Province spent most of our conversation apologizing for his bad Chinese. And how refreshing to read that native Chinese
speakers also sometimes get their tones wrong. I recommend this book to anyone embarking or continuing on the journey of learning Mandarin.
Knowing how hard the Chinese have fought for their common language has given me a greater appreciation for the words I am trying to learn.
Knowing how difficult Mandarin is, even for Chinese people to speak, has bolstered my confidence as I progress, glacially, in my studies. And
unlike my Chinese language textbook, this book is a light and engaging page-turner.
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